1.1 Dividing Oversized Files
If the document being scanned is exceptionally long (usually an exhibit), be aware of the
file size limitation. CM/ECF will not accept a file larger than 20 MB or approximately
20,000KB.
If a single exhibit is larger than 20 MB, it must be divided into 12 MB
segments.
To see what size the document is, locate the document and right click on the file name,
then choose “properties.” See Figure 2.4-1.

Figure 1.1-1

Document Preparation and Information

If the pages are scanned and in PDF, Adobe software allows the user to divide the
file without rescanning. Note: This function is not available in free versions of Adobe
Reader.
To divide a PDF document into smaller files, follow these steps:
STEP

ACTION

1

Open the scanned pages in Adobe and click on “Document” in the File
Menu. Click “Extract Pages.”

2

In the pop-up box, choose a range of pages to separate, check the box
“Delete Pages After Extracting” and click [OK].
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STEP

ACTION

3

Answer [Yes] to the prompt.

4

The extracted pages are now shown and should be immediately saved.
Click on “Save As” and save the file with a new name including the page
range to differentiate from the other file.
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STEP

ACTION

5

After saving the extracted pages, return to the original file and save the
changes.

The original oversized file should now be two smaller files.

These instructions were created using Adobe Acrobat 8.0. Newer versions might
require a variation of this step-by-step instruction. Refer to Adobe Help online or
call the ECF Help Desk.
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1.2 Combining Two PDF Files
At times, it may be necessary to combine files that were scanned as two or more
separate documents. For instance a motion and a brief will need to be combined with
the proof of service before being e-filed. In this situation, as long as the separate files
are all saved as PDF files, Adobe software will allow the user to join the files together.
To combine PDF files, follow these steps:
STEP

ACTION

1

Open the file with the pages that should appear first. Click on “Document” in
the File Menu and choose “Insert Pages.”

2

Navigate to the PDF file that needs to be combined with the open file. Click
on the file and click the [Select] button in the lower right-hand corner.
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STEP
ACTION
Insert the new PDF pages after the last page or where they would be most
3
appropriate and click [OK].

4

Save changes to file before closing.

These instructions were created using Adobe Acrobat 8.0. Newer versions might
require a variation of this step-by-step instruction. Refer to Adobe Help online or
call the ECF Help Desk.
1.2.1 Filing Voluminous Exhibits
Exhibits, no matter the quantity or length can be e-filed if the following guidelines are
adhered to.
•

Don’t get “timed out” of CM/ECF by trying to send too much at one time. The
connection to CM/ECF is lost if it takes longer than 20 minutes to move from one
screen to the next and the move from the final docket text screen to the notice of
electronic filing is when your filing is actually being transmitted to the court.

•

Monitor and adjust the total file size of what you are e-filing. A general guideline
is to keep the total file size (main document plus attachments) below 50MB. If
your total file size exceeds 50MB, e-file your exhibits as separate group filings,
receiving multiple Notices of Electronic Filings (see example below). Remember,
the system does not accept any one PDF file larger than 12.5MB, so any single
exhibit larger than 12.5MB must be divided into parts.

•

Know your system. If you have a slow modem or slow Internet service, you may
want to keep the total file size below 30MB. Also, keep in mind the time of day
you are e-filing may impact how quickly your system transmits the documents.
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•

To file voluminous exhibits in groups, file the main document along with a portion
of your exhibits. After receiving a Notice of Electronic Filing, go back to the Civil
Events menu. Go to “Other Documents” and select “Exhibit.” Upload the next
sequential exhibit as the main document and file the next several exhibits as
attachments to this filing. Continue this process until all of your exhibits are filed.
(See below for an example of filing a motion for summary judgment with 15
exhibits)
Example

File your motion with the first group of exhibits, kept under a 50MB. Receive a Notice of
Electronic Filing with the docket text similar to the below example. See Figure 3.4-2.

Figure 1.2-1

Once the Main Document and the first set of exhibits have been filed, follow these steps
to continue filing the remaining exhibits:
STEP
1

ACTION
From the main menu, click Civil Æ Other Documents.
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STEP

2

ACTION

Select Exhibit from the Available Events window.
Click [Next].

Be sure to check that only the intended event is listed in the Selected
Event window. If another event is listed there, click the incorrect event in
the Selected Event window and this will remove that event. The user can
also click the [Clear] button to remove all events from the Selected Event
window.
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STEP

ACTION

3

Enter the case number using a proper
format and click [Find This Case].

4

Once the case number is found, the Next
button will activate.
Click [Next].

5

In the example, the last exhibit uploaded in the previous transaction was
Exhibit “I.” Therefore the next exhibit to be uploaded should be Exhibit “J.”
In the Main Document area, click [Browse…] and navigate to Exhibit “J.” This
will be the main document for this filing. The opportunity to enter a description
for this exhibit will be provided at the end of the filing.

It is recommended that the document be reviewed at this time. This
can be done the same way as described in section 3.4 Uploading
Documents steps 9-10. This is the only opportunity to review the
document. Viewing the document allows a filing user to find and
correct significant filing errors before sending the filing to the Court
and other parties. Remember, once submitted, a filing cannot be
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STEP

ACTION

edited or changed in any way by an attorney.
6

Continue uploading the rest of the exhibits in the attachments section of the
upload screen. In this example, Exhibits “J” through “O” still need to be filed.
Exhibit “J” is now the Main Document. Therefore Exhibits “K” through “O” will
be attachments to the filing.
Upload each one following the steps from section 3.4.1 Filing Attachments.
Exhibit “J”

Once the rest of the exhibits have been uploaded, click [Next].
7

Continue the filing until the following screen is displayed.
Click the box next to the word “Should” to indicate that this filing should link to
another document in this case.
Click [Next].
Leave these boxes
blank, they are
optional

8

The next screen will list all entries on the docket that these attachments could
be linked to.
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STEP

ACTION
Locate the entry that contains the Motion and the first nine exhibits. Place a
check in the box next to the entry and click [Next].

9

In the free-text box next to the word Exhibit, enter the description for Exhibit
“J.”
Click [Next].

10

Review the final screen and click [Next].

11

The NEF will display. This is an example of the docket text for this entry.

